Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Surfaces with constant mean curvature *H* or constant Gauss curvature *K* have been of particular interest in differential geometry for a long time. In a modern viewpoint, these special geometries are associated with the theory of integrable systems, not least due to rather recent developments in discrete differential geometry (cf. Bobenko and Suris \[[@CR7]\]). Typically the investigation of constant curvature surfaces is tied to specific parametrizations, like isothermic parametrizations for constant mean curvature surfaces.

Over the last decades, various discrete versions of these special parametrizations have been established. For a comprehensive overview see Bobenko and Pinkall \[[@CR5]\] or Bobenko and Suris \[[@CR7]\]. Generally, different kinds of parametrizations (conjugate, asymptotic,\...) have their own way of discretization. For this reason, discretizing entire families of smooth surfaces is a challenge, if the type of parametrization changes. Accordingly, a unifying discrete curvature theory is still an active topic of research. As a first step toward this direction, Bobenko et al. \[[@CR6]\] introduced a general curvature theory for polyhedral meshes with planar faces based on mesh parallelity. Their theory is capable of unifying notable previously defined classes of surfaces, such as discrete isothermic minimal or constant mean curvature surfaces. More recently, Hoffmann et al. \[[@CR12]\] presented a discrete parametrized surface theory for quadrilateral meshes equipped with unit normal vectors at the vertices, permitting non-planar faces. Their theory encompasses a remarkably large class of existing discrete special parametrizations. In addition it provides a deeper insight into the associated families of discrete constant curvature surfaces.

For semidiscrete surfaces, represented by parametrizations possessing one discrete variable and one continuous variable, the situation is quite similar to the discrete case. The analysis of semidiscrete surfaces with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K=\text {const.}$$\end{document}$ is bound to isothermic resp. asymptotic parametrizations (cf. Müller and Wallner \[[@CR16]\], Müller \[[@CR15]\], Burstall et al. \[[@CR8]\], and Wallner \[[@CR23]\]). However, to the author's knowledge, results concerning their associated families have been missing so far.

Outline and results {#Sec2}
-------------------

In the present paper we investigate two distinct situations: (i) semidiscrete surfaces with vanishing mean curvature (*minimal surfaces*), and (ii) semidiscrete surfaces with constant but non-vanishing mean curvature (*cmc surfaces*). Since we are especially interested in the associated families of these surfaces, we do not restrict ourselves to isothermic parametrizations. Thus, at the beginning (see Sect. [2](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}), we translate the discrete curvature theory introduced by Hoffmann et al. \[[@CR12]\] to the semidiscrete setting. We also highlight the intersection with the curvature theory for semidiscrete conjugate parametrizations previously considered by Karpenkov and Wallner \[[@CR13]\].

In Sect. [3](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we recapitulate the notion of isothermic parametrizations. In particular, we show that a semidiscrete surface is isothermic if and only if its quaternionic cross ratio allows for a specific factorization (cf. Lemma [5](#FPar22){ref-type="sec"}).

Subsequently, in Sect. [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, we investigate semidiscrete isothermic minimal surfaces. Their Weierstrass representation, established by Rossman and Yasumoto \[[@CR20]\], immediately gives rise to their associated families, whose members are however no longer isothermic. The main result of this section is that all the members of these associated families are minimal as well (cf. Theorem [1](#FPar32){ref-type="sec"}). Moreover, we show that the conjugate surface of an isothermic minimal surface is asymptotically parametrized.

In Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, we introduce a Lax pair representation for semidiscrete isothermic cmc surfaces, which directly contains the definition of their associated families. We prove that the members of these associated families, which again are no longer isothermic, all have the same constant mean curvature (cf. Theorem [2](#FPar48){ref-type="sec"}).

We conclude the paper by investigating the Lax pair representation of semidiscrete rotational symmetric cmc surfaces (see Sect. [6](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}). It turns out that the discrete versions of the classical Delaunay rolling ellipse construction described by Hoffmann \[[@CR11]\] and Bobenko et al. \[[@CR6]\] also apply to the semidiscrete setting.

A curvature theory for semidiscrete surfaces {#Sec3}
============================================

Our main object of study are two-dimensional semidiscrete surfaces in three-dimensional Euclidean space represented by parametrizations$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} x:\mathbb {Z}\times \mathbb {R}\supseteq D\rightarrow \mathbb {R}^3:(k,t)\mapsto x(k,t) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$possessing one discrete variable and one continuous variable. Throughout this paper we assume that *x* is at least once continuously differentiable w.r.t. the second argument. We abbreviate the corresponding derivative by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\partial x$$\end{document}$. The forward difference w.r.t. the discrete parameter is denoted by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_1(k,t):=x(k+1,t)$$\end{document}$. We only consider *regular* semidiscrete surfaces having the property that the sets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Just like a smooth parametrized surface can be viewed as built of its *contact elements* (consisting of a point together with the surface normal at this point), we henceforth consider a semidiscrete surface to be represented by a *pair* of weakly coupled parametrizations. Translating the relation between a surface and its Gauss map to the semidiscrete setting, we define:

Definition 1 {#FPar1}
------------

A pair of semidiscrete surfaces $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Delta x\perp (n+n_1)\quad \text {and}\quad \partial x\perp n \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$throughout the parameter domain.

The following definition contains a (partial) limit version of the "midpoint connectors" of a quadrilateral considered by Hoffmann et al. \[[@CR12]\] as replacements of the first order partial derivatives of a smooth parametrization.

Definition 2 {#FPar2}
------------

For a semidiscrete surface (*x*, *n*) we define the *partial derivatives* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \partial _1 x:=\Delta x=x_1-x,\quad \partial _2 x:=\frac{\partial x+\partial x_1}{2}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$as well as the *strip normal* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} N:=\frac{\partial _1 n\times \partial _2 n}{\Vert \partial _1 n\times \partial _2 n\Vert }=\frac{\Delta n\times (\partial n+\partial n_1)}{\Vert \Delta n\times (\partial n+\partial n_1)\Vert }. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

In classical surface theory the principal curvatures of a surface at a point are defined as the eigenvalues of the shape operator that lives on the tangent plane at this point. In the semidiscrete case the fundamental forms and the shape operator live on the plane perpendicular to the strip normal *N*.

Definition 3 {#FPar3}
------------

Let (*x*, *n*) be a semidiscrete surface with strip normal *N* and let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$ denote the orthogonal projection onto the plane perpendicular to *N*, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi (x):=x-\langle x,N\rangle N$$\end{document}$. Mimicking the smooth case, we define the *fundamental forms* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\text {I}}&:=\begin{pmatrix} \Vert \pi (\partial _1 x)\Vert ^2 &{}\quad \langle \pi (\partial _1 x), \pi (\partial _2 x)\rangle \\ \text {symm.} &{}\quad \Vert \pi (\partial _2 x)\Vert ^2 \end{pmatrix},&{\text {III}}&:=\begin{pmatrix} \Vert \partial _1 n\Vert ^2 &{}\quad \langle \partial _1 n, \partial _2 n\rangle \\ \text {symm.} &{}\quad \Vert \partial _2 n\Vert ^2 \end{pmatrix},\\ {\text {II}}&:=-\begin{pmatrix} \langle \partial _1 x, \partial _1 n\rangle &{}\quad \langle \partial _1 x, \partial _2 n\rangle \\ \langle \partial _2 x, \partial _1 n\rangle &{}\quad \langle \partial _2 x, \partial _2 n\rangle \end{pmatrix},&S&:={\text {I}}^{-1}{\text {II}}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

The following observation is crucial for the definition of the mean and Gauss curvatures via the shape operator.

Lemma 1 {#FPar4}
-------

If the pair (*x*, *n*) is coupled, the second fundamental form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text {II}}$$\end{document}$ is symmetric.

Proof {#FPar5}
-----
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Symmetry of the second fundamental form is equivalent to the selfadjointness of the shape operator *S* w.r.t. the inner product induced by the first fundamental form. In case of symmetry, the eigenvalues of *S* are real.

Definition 4 {#FPar6}
------------

Let (*x*, *n*) be a coupled semidiscrete surface and let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\kappa _2\in \mathbb {R}$$\end{document}$ be the eigenvalues of the shape operator *S*. Then the *mean curvature* *H* and the *Gauss curvature* *K* are defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} H:=\frac{1}{2}{\text {tr}}(S)=\frac{\kappa _1+\kappa _2}{2} \quad \text {and}\quad K:=\det (S)=\frac{\det {\text {II}}}{\det {\text {I}}}=\kappa _1\kappa _2. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Another approach toward a meaningful curvature theory for discrete or semidiscrete surfaces uses the concept of offsets and their connection to the mean and Gauss curvatures via the Steiner formula. This viewpoint has already been examined, e.g., by Bobenko et al. \[[@CR6]\] in the purely discrete setting, and by Karpenkov and Wallner \[[@CR13]\] in the semidiscrete case. We are going to demonstrate that the curvatures given in Definition [4](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} can just as well be gained via the Steiner formula.

First we note that coupled semidiscrete surfaces naturally feature offsets.

Lemma 2 {#FPar7}
-------

A pair of semidiscrete surfaces (*x*, *n*) is coupled if and only if for some (and hence for all) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar8}
-----
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The relation between offsets and curvatures is established by the so-called mixed area form. The following definition is motivated by the work of Hoffmann et al. \[[@CR12]\]. Also note the similarities to the mixed area form for parallel conjugate semidiscrete surfaces previously investigated by Karpenkov and Wallner \[[@CR13]\].

Definition 5 {#FPar9}
------------

For two semidiscrete surfaces (*x*, *n*), (*y*, *n*) with the same Gauss map *n* and strip normal *N*, the *mixed area form* is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} A(x,y)&:=\frac{1}{2}\left( \det (\partial _1 x,\partial _2 y,N)+\det (\partial _1 y,\partial _2 x,N)\right) \\&\phantom {:}=\frac{1}{4}\left( \det (\Delta x,\partial y+\partial y_1,N)+\det (\Delta y,\partial x+\partial x_1,N)\right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

It turns out that, for a coupled semidiscrete surface (*x*, *n*), the mean and Gauss curvatures from Definition [4](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} can be expressed in terms of the mixed area forms of the parametrization *x* and its Gauss map *n* in a way completely analogous to the smooth setting. In particular, this observation shows that the curvatures given in Definition [4](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} coincide with those discussed by Karpenkov and Wallner \[[@CR13]\] in the case of circular surfaces (see Definition [6](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"}).

Lemma 3 {#FPar10}
-------

Let (*x*, *n*) be a coupled semidiscrete surface, then$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar11}
-----
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Corollary 1 {#FPar12}
-----------

(Semidiscrete Steiner formula) Let (*x*, *n*) be a coupled semidiscrete surface with offset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Next, we recapitulate the notion of semidiscrete isothermic parametrizations.

Semidiscrete isothermic surfaces {#Sec4}
================================

A smooth parametrization is called isothermic, if it is a conformal curvature line parametrization, possibly upon a reparametrization of independent variables.

A discrete analog of curvature line parametrizations is given, for example, by circular nets, i.e., quadrilateral meshes with the property that each face possesses a circumcircle. They have been the topic of various contributions from the perspective of discrete differential geometry and integrable systems (see, e.g., \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR7], [@CR9], [@CR14]\]). Among all quadrilateral meshes, circular nets are the only ones which posses nontrivial vertex offsets, i.e., parallel meshes at constant vertexwise distance (cf. Pottmann et al. \[[@CR18]\]). In particular, choosing an arbitrary offset direction resp. normal vector at one vertex determines the normal vectors at all other vertices.

The following semidiscrete version of circular nets was first investigated by Pottmann et al. \[[@CR19]\]. They can be understood as semidiscrete curvature line parametrizations in exactly the same manner as their purely discrete counterparts.

Definition 6 {#FPar13}
------------

A semidiscrete surface (*x*, *n*) is called *circular*, iffor each corresponding pair of points *x*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 1 {#FPar14}
--------

Similar to the discrete case, a parallel Gauss map *n* of a semidiscrete surface *x* with the property (a) is completely determined by choosing *one* normal vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 2 {#FPar15}
--------
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We adopt the following definition of semidiscrete isothermic surfaces from Müller and Wallner \[[@CR16]\].

Definition 7 {#FPar16}
------------

A circular semidiscrete surface (*x*, *n*) is called *isothermic*, if there exist positive semidiscrete functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In analogy to the smooth and purely discrete settings, for circular semidiscrete surfaces *x*, isothermicity is equivalent to the existence of a Christoffel dual (see Müller and Wallner \[[@CR16], Theorem 11\]). Recall that a semidiscrete surface *x* is called *conjugate*, if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 8 {#FPar17}
------------

Two conjugate semidiscrete surfaces *x*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x^*$$\end{document}$ is called the *Christoffel dual* of *x*.

Remark 3 {#FPar18}
--------

Using the notation of Definition [7](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"}, the dual $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Quaternionic description of semidiscrete isothermic surfaces {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------------------------

Here we provide a characterization of semidiscrete isothermic surfaces in terms of quaternions, which we will use for the study of cmc surfaces. In particular, we demonstrate that, similar to the discrete situation, a semidiscrete surface is isothermic if and only if its cross ratio allows for a specific factorization.
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The identification ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) can be used to define a cross ratio of four possibly non-coplanar points in three-dimensional space up to inner automorphisms. It is known that discrete isothermic surfaces can be defined by the property that the cross ratio of each face allows for a specific factorization (cf. Bobenko and Pinkall \[[@CR4]\]). We are going to analyze how this property translates to the semidiscrete case.

### Definition 9 {#FPar19}
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### Lemma 4 {#FPar20}

A semidiscrete surface *x* is circular if and only if its cross ratio is real. In this case, the vectors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar21}
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The following lemma provides us with a characterization of semidiscrete isothermic surfaces in terms of their cross ratios.

### Lemma 5 {#FPar22}

A semidiscrete surface *x* is isothermic if and only if there exist positive semidiscrete functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar23}
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Semidiscrete minimal surfaces {#Sec6}
=============================
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {R}^3$$\end{document}$ can be defined in several equivalent ways, e.g. by locally minimizing the surface area or by having vanishing mean curvature. An isothermic minimal surface is determined by the property of being Christoffel dual to its Gauss map, giving rise to their well known Weierstrass--Enneper representation. This section is concerned with *semidiscrete* minimal surfaces, which do not fully enjoy these properties.

Definition 10 {#FPar24}
-------------

A coupled semidiscrete surface (*x*, *n*) is called *minimal*, if its mean curvature *H* vanishes identically.

It has already been noted by Müllner and Wallner \[[@CR16]\] that semidiscrete *isothermic* minimal surfaces are Christoffel dual to their Gauss map. Similar to the smooth case, this observation leads to a Weierstrass type representation, as demonstrated by Rossman and Yasumoto \[[@CR20]\]. In turn, this representation gives rise to a one-parameter family of associated surfaces. These are however no longer isothermic, which has made it difficult to understand their minimality in the discrete and semidiscrete settings so far.
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As already mentioned before, the Weierstrass representation immediately gives rise to the associated family of an isothermic minimal surface.

Definition 11 {#FPar25}
-------------
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Lemma 6 {#FPar26}
-------
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In order to show that the members of the associated family are indeed minimal, we follow Hoffmann et al. \[[@CR12]\]. The key observation is as follows: Consider an (infinitesimal) quadrilateral of any member of such a family and orthogonally project it in direction of the face normal *N*. Then the resulting (infinitesimal) quadrilateral is a rotated and scaled version of the corresponding (infinitesimal) quadrilateral of the original isothermic surface (cf. Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). As a first step toward this result we provide a semidiscrete version of \[[@CR12], Lemma 24\].

Lemma 7 {#FPar28}
-------
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Proof {#FPar29}
-----
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The rotation property mentioned above is stated as follows:

Lemma 8 {#FPar30}
-------
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-----
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We are now able to prove the main result of the present section.

Theorem 1 {#FPar32}
---------
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                \begin{document}$$(x^\alpha ,n)$$\end{document}$ of the associated family of a semidiscrete isothermic minimal surface (*x*, *n*) is minimal, i.e., has vanishing mean curvature.
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-----
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In the smooth setting, the Gauss curvature of the members of the associated family of a minimal surface is independent of the parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 9 {#FPar34}
-------

Under the assumptions of Theorem [1](#FPar32){ref-type="sec"}, the Gauss curvature $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar35}
-----

From the proof of Lemma [8](#FPar30){ref-type="sec"} it follows that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We conclude this section by proving that the *conjugate surface* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 10 {#FPar36}
--------

Let (*x*, *n*) be a semidiscrete isothermic minimal surface with associated family $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar37}
-----

From Lemma [7](#FPar28){ref-type="sec"}, we have$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 1 {#FPar38}
---------

As an example we investigate the associated family of a semidiscrete helicoid (cf. Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In classical differential geometry, an isothermic parametrization of the helicoid is gained from the Weierstrass data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 2A semidiscrete helicoid (*left*) and two members of its associated family. The corresponding semidiscrete holomorphic function *g* described in Example [1](#FPar38){ref-type="sec"} takes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Semidiscrete cmc surfaces {#Sec7}
=========================

This section focuses on semidiscrete cmc surfaces, which enjoy nonzero constant mean curvature. In contrast to minimal surfaces, isothermic cmc surfaces are characterized by having a Christoffel dual at constant distance. This observation immediately follows from the fact that cmc surfaces are linear Weingarten surfaces.

Lemma 11 {#FPar39}
--------
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Proof {#FPar40}
-----
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Corollary 2 {#FPar41}
-----------

If the surface (*x*, *n*) has constant mean curvature $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Corollary 3 {#FPar42}
-----------

For a coupled semidiscrete surface (*x*, *n*) and its offset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We dedicate the rest of this paper to the description of semidiscrete isothermic cmc surfaces in terms of a pair of linear first-order matrix partial differential equations called a Lax pair. Similar to the case of minimal surfaces, this representation directly includes the definition of a one-parameter family of associated surfaces. We consider only the case $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Lax pair representation of smooth cmc surfaces {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------------

We briefly recapitulate the smooth situation. For details see Bobenko \[[@CR2]\] or Fujimori et al. \[[@CR10]\]. Consider a smooth conformal immersion$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A Lax pair representation of semidiscrete cmc surfaces {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------------------

As demonstrated by Bobenko and Pinkall \[[@CR5]\], the observations above can be utilized to derive a Lax pair representation of *discrete* isothermic cmc surfaces along with their associated families. However, only recently it has been verified by Hoffmann et al. \[[@CR12]\] that the members of these associated families, which are no longer isothermic, indeed have the same constant mean curvature. In this subsection we explore similar results for *semidiscrete* surfaces.
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As in the smooth and discrete cases, we use the Sym--Bobenko formula to gain a parametrization of the semidiscrete surface related to the frame $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We will see later (cf. Corollary [6](#FPar53){ref-type="sec"}) that, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Corollary 4 {#FPar46}

The semidiscrete surfaces from Definition [12](#FPar43){ref-type="sec"} are coupled.

### Proof {#FPar47}
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### Theorem 2 {#FPar48}
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### Proof {#FPar49}

The statement can be verified by direct computations. However, since the involved expressions are rather lengthy, we defer the proof to the Appendix. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Corollary 5 {#FPar50}
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Just like in the smooth case, the surfaces $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 13 {#FPar51}
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### Proof {#FPar52}

Inserting the respective expressions derived in the proof of Theorem [2](#FPar48){ref-type="sec"} into the formula for the cross ratio (cf. Definition [9](#FPar19){ref-type="sec"}) immediately yields the stated results. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Corollary 6 {#FPar53}
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### Proof {#FPar54}

Isothermicity immediately follows from the previous lemma (cf. also Lemma [5](#FPar22){ref-type="sec"}). Duality is a consequence of Theorem [2](#FPar48){ref-type="sec"}. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Semidiscrete Delaunay surfaces and elliptic billiards {#Sec10}
=====================================================

In this section we construct semidiscrete cmc surfaces of rotational symmetry with discrete profile curves. To this purpose we assume that the Lax matrices *U* and *V* of the form ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) are independent of the continuous parameter *t*. In this case, the compatibility condition ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) resp. the Eq. ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) are given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Observe that the initial value *b*(0) regulates the shape of the profile curve of the isothermic rotational symmetric cmc surface gained for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It turns out that there exists a nice geometric construction of the profile curves of semidiscrete rotational symmetric cmc surfaces. In fact, the discrete version of the classical Delaunay rolling ellipse construction for cmc surfaces of revolution described by Bobenko et al. \[[@CR6], § 7.3\] also applies to the semidiscrete setting (cf. Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). This has to be so, since for discrete surfaces of rotational symmetry the mean curvature is independent of the angle of rotation (see Bobenko et al. \[[@CR6], § 7.2\]). Thus, the notions of discrete and semidiscrete mean curvatures coincide in this particular case. Observe that, if the vertices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem [2](#FPar48){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec11}
=======================================================

Here we provide the proof of Theorem [2](#FPar48){ref-type="sec"}. We show that the coupled semidiscrete surfaces $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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